Antelope Class
Maths
Week 2 learning- 27.4.20

Well done for all your hard work last week! I have received a couple of emails to tell me
how hard you have been working and it is a pleasure to hear this. It has been great to
see many of you have been enjoying mathletics and have completed the set activities.
Please keep using this, alongside Professor assessor, to help me plan ahead and see how
I can help you further.
If you haven’t completed the time assessment of Professor assessor, please do when you
can so I can see how you are all getting on with time so far.
Again, thank you for all your hard work and please email antelopes@bratton.wilts.sch.uk
with any questions and updates. I look forward to hearing how it goes.

Aims:
By the end of this week’s learning you will be able to:
• Know what AM and PM means.
• Convert between 12 and 24 hour clocks.
• Recognise 12 and 24 hour on analogue and digital clocks.
• Begin adding and subtracting time.

Throughout this week, I will be using teaching
clocks to demonstrate each task.
They are available online, please use these to follow
along and support with the activities.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/time/teaching-clock
Analogue and digitalhttps://www.visnos.com/demos/clock

Lesson 1
To recognise what AM and PM means.
There are 24 hours in one day.
Those 24 hours are divided into two parts.
Each part is 12 hours long.

These two parts are called AM and PM.
Each day the hour hands on the clock
rotate twice around the clock.

The first part of the day goes from midnight to
midday. It is the morning.

We call the time between midnight and midday
AM
AM comes from a Latin phrase that means ‘before
midday’

The second part of the day goes from midday
to midnight. It is the afternoon and evening.

We call the time between midday and midnight
PM
PM comes from a Latin phrase that means ‘after
midday’

AM and PM on an analogue clock.
Watch the video for the teaching of this.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt7FP0GEFb0

AM and PM on an digital clock.
12 hours

12 40
AM

AM or PM times?
• Write whether these events happened: between midnight and midday (AM) or
between midday and midnight (PM)
E.G. William went to bed at 9.00 PM
1. Josh went to school at 9:00____
2. Allanna went home at 3.00____
3. Jade played Minecraft at 6:15____
4. Daniel practiced recorder at 4.20___
5. Abby was fast asleep at 3.55____
6. Ryan had macaroni cheese for his lunch at 12.30___
7. Madison tidied her room at 5.35____
8. The moon shone through Nicole's bedroom window at 3.50___
9. Keera went on her tablet at 8.10____
10. Ryan had his dinner at 5.30_____

AM, PM or Both?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are eating lunch
You are getting ready for bed
You are learning about history
You are getting changed for PE
You are doing your guided reading time
You are sleeping
You are learning about science
You playing bubbles multiples
You are walking to school
You are walking home from school
You are playing out
You are going to assembly

Lesson 2
To recognise 24 hour times on a digital clock.
Watch the video which explains the 24 hour time.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJhaueB5Tqs

12 hours (AM) are hours 0-12
Midnight = 00:00
Midday = 12:00
After midday (PM) the hours change to 1323:59, with 13:00 = 1:00PM, 14:00 = 2:00PM
12 hours

24 hours

12:00 AM

00:00

7:30 AM

07:30

3:20 PM

15:20

7:45 PM

19:45

Task 1:
Complete the following activity (5 - 10 minutes)
http://www.skoool.com.eg/english/skoool_bun
dle/content/primary/maths/24_hour_time/inde
x.html

Task 2:
Complete the worksheet that is available on our
class webpage (10 minutes)
Challenge questions are available on the next slide.

Challenge questions:
1.

2.

3.

Answers for the challenge questions:
1.

2.
3.

Lesson 3
To practise converting 12 to 24 hour time.
Warm-up: Play ‘What’s the time Mr Wolf?’ using the 24
hour clock times.

e.g. What’s the time Mr Wolf?
It is 14:05.
That is 5 past 2.

Practise converting between 12 and 24 hours.
Your task:
• Create a story of your day, you can use your ‘time
diary’ from last week to help you with this.
• Refer to the 12 and 24 hour clock throughout
your story and make it as interesting as you can!
• You can create a character, animal or person,
(third person) or write it from your perspective
(first person).
Please refer to Miss McMillan’s example on the next
slide.

This is the beginning of my story.
To carry it on I could mention:
08:30 AM- his owner left fro work.
09:15 AM- Rex heard a sound
outside… it was the postman!
12:00 PM- The neighbour arrived to
feed Rex.
13:30 (1:30 PM)- Rex enjoyed a
jump on the sofa
15:00 (3:00 PM)- His owner arrived
home!
Use the 12 and 24 hour clock to tell
the time of each event.
Challenge: Begin to think about
how much time has past e.g 5
minutes later.
This activity should take
approximately 20 minutes.

Lesson 4
To add and subtract time.
Watch the video below:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z3rkq6f

Example- column method
Alice woke up at 08:30. She took 1 hour and 10 minutes
to eat breakfast, have a shower and get ready for work.
What time did she finish getting ready?
Place the starting time at
the top

Add the amount of time the
question is asking you to.
Use the : as the decimal
point.

Make sure you add each
column accurately.
If this number is more that 6 you will need
to add an extra hour. As 60 minute = 1
hour.

Example – column method
More than 60 minutes
Sally gets arrives home from school at 15:30 (3:30 PM).
She goes outside to play with her friends for 1 hour and
45 minutes. What time does she come inside?
Add the amount of
time the question is
asking you to.
Use the : as the
decimal point.

Use your minute to hour
conversions from last week to
help you.
Remember: 60 minutes= 1 hour.

Add the hour and minute
conversion to the O’clock
time.

Example – Number line
Joe went to the shop at 12:15, he got all of his
shopping, paid and filled his car. When he got back in
the car, it was 13:05. How long did he take to do his
shopping?
Round the time up to the next
hour.
Remember 1 hour = 6 minutes

Finally, add the times
together to work out the
duration

The
answer.

Then, add
the
remaining
time on.

Activity:
• Complete the worksheet available on the
Antelope class page.
• Choose between 1, 2 and 3 to complete.
• Use the number line and column method to
help you.
This activity will approximately take 20 minutes.

Lesson 5
• Log on to Professor Assessor and complete the
assessment on the learning from this week.

